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About This Content

The Steam Starter Pack is designed to get you started right in Star Trek Timelines. Start your game off with TEN 10x
Premium Packs - that's 100 Rare or better crew or schematics - plus 500,000 credits, 700 Dilithium, and 500 VIP points and

Bonus Dilithium based on your current VIP level! Use your credits and Dilithium to purchase new packs in the game, or
upgrade your crew so they're even more powerful. Get started the right way!

NOTE: DLC will be automatically added to your game the next time you log in after purchase. If you wish to add DLC to an
existing STT account, please start STT in Steam and log into your existing account before purchasing DLC.
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HORRIBLE HORRIFIC NIGHTMARE OF A GAME. IF you have the Mixed Reality Headset don't get it, there are NO
PLANETS. Let me say this again, THERE ARE NO PLANETS!!!!!!!!

I restarted the game three times messed around with the graphics settings and still NO PLANETS. The announcer is telling me
you are now one mile from Mars, or a few kilometers from Jupiter, REALLY?????? I DONT SEE♥♥♥♥♥♥!!!!! WORST
GAME EVER.. the gameplay is weird
the graphic is cool
but its really boring. Second part of a trilogy takes one hour more to complete the story line, but it's still very short and
miserable.
5\/10. No Man's Sky is an atmospheric triumph. The rocky launch to this game has somewhat stigmatized it as a game that
didn't live up to its promise and perhaps that was true at launch; it is certainly not the case anymore.
This is my second time purchasing this game. I've clocked over 200 hours on the ps4 and I don't regret a single moment.
However, you should know what you're buying. Like I said before, the strength of this game is it's atmosphere (no pun intended)
as well as it's tone, and it's vast universe chock full of adventure; but a good portion of that adventure will be up to you. No
Man's Sky is slow at times, it requires patience and a want to slowly grow more prepared for whats ahead. You'll be doing alot
of mining and scavenging. This game is just as much a survival game as it is a exploration game, you'll be finding and crafting
components to make weapons, visors, scanners, parts of your base and more. You'll be repairing your shields, weapons and
vehicles and meeting plenty of aliens and robots that may lack in variety after a while, but that I believe is it's only real notable
flaw at this point.

The TLDR of this review is that NMS is a FAR better game than what you may have heard if you listened to all the
controversies at launch, and lets face it... you did. The team has built a wonderful game and I believe you'll surely enjoy it if
you're a fan of space, survival games, exploring and mining things.
. i have alot of fun plaing this game, just cause it reminds me of all the nes sports games, my only complaint is the price might
be a little steep for a game that doesnt have like a season mode and only quick play matches.. This series is, along with OpFor,
proof that Gearbox isn't the worst developer on the planet Earth.

They may be pathological liars, but they ♥♥♥♥ up when a production of theirs is outsourced, half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥from the get go
or largely NOT theirs (the last two apply to Duke Forever, the first to Aliens: Colonial Marines). They don't ♥♥♥♥ up when
they're trying.

While I believe certain games like Borderlands can result in a loss of interest fairly quickly, it's still not a 'bad' game - just
average.

The BIA series is about twenty times better than that. It's been a while since I've played through them all thoroughly, including
Hell's Highway, during a completely different era and time period, but my memories of the games are good ones.. I'm a simple
man. I see access to Koenigsegg instantly, I buy.
10\/10 would dominate online players with the Agera R again!. Ta gra jest jak No Man's Sky, tyle \u017ce ta\u0144sza i lepsza.
10\/10. This game equals\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Can almost smell it!
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Really fun! A nice battle royale game with an easy learning curve and Chinese charm.. Fun and great game to play with friends
for hours.. eh pretty good would recomend it for just casuly lisghting to music and i know i cant spell also game good time
waster. You want big booms? You want DEMON TRUCK.

You want a demon? YOU WANT DEMON TRUCK.

How about trucks, you want those? Yeah baby- YOU WANT DEMONTRUCKRIGHTNOW.

Look, I am just sayin' man, trucks are cool, demons are cool, its like $5 and supports a great dev. What have you got to lose?

In all seriousness, what you are getting here is a short arcadey bit of fun. You may play it a lot, you may play it a little. Each run
is generally not very long but if you just feel like crashing and bashing for a bit there are many worse ways you could use your
time. It takes a little roguelike with a little bullet hell and makes it into a 3 min activity.. I'm really amazed by the state of the
game. Now i can say that it gives me RE and Silent Hill vibes! I like the environment and the enemies are pretty creepy tbh.
Keep up the good job guys!. A very simple yet cute Christmas themed tower defense game. Great for beginners in this genre
and easy enough for children to enjoy. No flaws in gameplay that I can see and even though it's short for .99 cents it's worth it at
that price. You'll need to do more than one play thru to get all the achievements it took 1.4 hours total to unlock them all for
me.. Great game! The game was originally on xbox 360 and it was ported very well for people coming from there.
-a variety of levels
-PvP and PvE
-Defend the flag mode
-only boss mode
-Many, many guns
-and many, many pieces of armor that can make run as fast as sonic or steal as much life as dracula
-I can run like sonic
-Rings with unique abilities for every play style
And overall just a great community. All of this for just 2 dollars? This is a MUST BUY for any new comers or even veterans
coming from the xbox. It was great then, and it's great now :) 9\/10 would run like sonic again.. fix your fragging EU servers u
cants!
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